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True or False?

O Networking means 
approaching people 
you don’t know



FALSE! 
O Networking simply means 

relationship building. 

O Meeting new people is a 
significant part of networking, 
but learning from people you 
already know is also a 
fundamental part 

Source: Cornell University, College of Arts and 
Sciences Career Services
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False. Networking is also about being purposeful in your interactions with others, particularly when career conversations arise. What is Networking? - It’s work! Get out what you put in.  - Networking is a process of cultivating and maintaining information in which a mutual exchange of information, advice and support facilitates the growth , success and happiness of all involved.-Not as abstract as some think it is. 



True or False?
O "I should start networking when I’m ready to 

look for a job!" 



FALSE! 

O Networking is NOT about meeting people to ask for a job. 

O It’s an ongoing process of relationship building that 
may result in a variety of opportunities opening up for you, 
including possible job prospects throughout your lifetime.  

Source: Cornell University, College of Arts and Sciences Career Services
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For now, networking is an effective way to learn about various career options and gather advice for achieving your goals. People in your network may not have jobs to offer, but they will have valuable advice to share, stories about their career paths, and possibly recommendations for contacting others. Effectively working your networks will eventually lead to a job posting or contact.Think about the networks you already have: colleagues and supervisors from past jobs and volunteer work; extracurricular activities; faculty; high school friends; peers and their families; your family. The 6 F’s to Networking Family, Friends, Faculty, Foundations, Fellow peers & Alumni, Former Supervisors and Co-Workers 



a loose definition...



If Networking is NOT asking for a job, 
then how does it help job seekers???
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Why is Networking important? - The hidden market, most jobs are filled or have a strong candidate in mind before they are even posted  - Networking allows you to get to know the job, the organization, and the people prior to job openingsHow does networking fit in to your job search? 



How people think you find jobs



How people actually find jobs
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- According to collegerecruiter.com and other sources, around 80% of jobs are not advertised (found through employee referrals, friends, acquaintances, etc.)- The hidden market, many jobs are filled or have a strong candidate in mind before they are even posted  -Networking also allows you to get to know the job, the organization, and the people prior to job openingsHow does networking fit in to your job search? - 5 Step Model to Job/Internship Searches 



Barriers to Networking 
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Think about what do you not like about networking?Networking is not:-Bothering, pestering or using people-A contest to see who can collect the most contacts-A one-sided, one-shot deal-Asking for a job or directly soliciting businessWhat are the common barriers to Networking? - I don’t know where to startUncomfortable talking to strangers or approaching people See it as fake and manipulative See it as “salesy”See it as an imposition Unrealistic Expectations 



Don’t know where to start?
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Barrier: Don’t know where to startStart by identifying who is already in your network  and reach out…people can’t help you if they don’t know what you’re looking for (handout)Who is in your Network? Refer to family, friends, etc. diagram handout Who is in your Network?The 6 F’s to Networking Family, Friends, Faculty, Foundations, Fellow peers & Alumni, Former Colleagues & Co-Workers HandoutNetworking Handout



Planting seeds of favorable 
impressions



Lead to growing networks



Networking-Large or Small
O Make it work for you
O Think about what is 

comfortable for you
O Lots of people vs. select few
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Where are opportunities to network?  - Large events – networking, career fairs, informational sessions Here in Cleveland Young professionals groups – network after work , Cleveland 20 and 30’s GroupInterest groups  - local chapters of professional associations, etc. 



Shift Perspective
O Remember: Networking is all about 

making real, authentic, human 
connections. 

O Be genuine. Get curious. 

O Everyone has a story to tell. 

O Ask questions and actively listen. 

Source: How to Network When You Hate Networking: Mastering This is 
Essential for Career Success, U.S. News & World Report (August 2013)
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-It's not about putting on a show or making a sale or getting that one awesome lead. It's about hearing what others have to say, finding ways to help, and connecting on a basic level. Doesn't that feel nice? Think of it as a party or a room and the opportunity to find a potential future friend or mentor.-Proper networking: "Have a conversation with people [as opposed to] giving them a 30 second commercial.  It's not about 'I need a job.'  Have really good conversations with a few people at an event and listen to what their needs are. Think of how you can really connect with them and support them vs. just getting a business card.“-Reference active listening skills as a strength for introverts. Listen vs. thinking about what you’re going to say next. 



Learn to love…well, at least maybe 
like networking

1. Focus on learning and concentrate on the 
positives
O “Promotion” vs. “Prevention” mindset study  

2. Identify Common Interests
3. Think Broadly About What You Can Give
4. Find a Higher Purpose

Source: Learn to Love Networking. Harvard Business Review. 
Casciaro, Gino, and Kouchaki, May 2016
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1. Most people have a dominant motivational focus—what psychologists refer to as either a “promotion” or a “prevention” mindset. Those in the former category think primarily about the growth, advancement, and accomplishments that networking can bring them, while those in the latter see it as something they are obligated to take part in for professional reasons.In lab. experiments we conducted in the U.S. and Italy with college students and working adults, and in an additional sample of 174 lawyers at the firm we studied, we documented the effects of both types of thinking. Promotion-focused people networked because they wanted to and approached the activity with excitement, curiosity, and an open mind about all the possibilities that might unfold. Prevention-focused people saw networking as a necessary evil and felt inauthentic while engaged in it, so they did it less often and, as a result, underperformed in aspects of their jobs.�2. The next step in making networking more palatable is to think about how your interests and goals align with those of people you meet and how that can help you forge meaningful working relationships. When your networking is driven by substantive, shared interests you’ve identified through research, it will feel more authentic and meaningful and is more likely to lead to relationships that have those qualities too. When your networking is driven by shared interests, it will feel more authentic.3. People in positions of power tend to think they have more to give and tend to engage more in networking. Even when you do not share an interest with someone, you can probably find something valuable to offer by thinking beyond the obvious. When people believe they have a lot to offer others, such as wise advice, mentorship, access, and resources, networking feels easier and less selfish.4. Any work activity becomes more attractive when it’s linked to a higher goal. So frame your networking in those terms. Many if not most of us are ambivalent about networking. We know that it’s critical to our professional success, yet we find it taxing and often distasteful. These strategies can help you overcome your aversion. By shifting to a promotion mindset, identifying and exploring shared interests, expanding your view of what you have to offer, and motivating yourself with a higher purpose, you’ll become more excited about and effective at building relationships that bear fruit for everyone.



Approaching People
• Ask for introductions from your identified network 
• Attend events with a friend who is more outgoing and ask them 

to help you
• Attend events and observe others
• Create a plan – elevator speech, anticipate questions, have 

questions ready – get them to talk about themselves

*Remember, networking is like a muscle you have to develop, not an 
inherit quality, strength or trait.  
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Barrier: Approaching new peopleAsk for introductions from your identified network Attend events with a friend who is more outgoing and ask them to help youAttend events and observe othersCreate a plan – elevator speech, anticipate questions, have questions ready – get them to talk about themselvesNetworking is a skill-muscle you have to develop, not an inherit quality or trait.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2-8Fm1EUXw



Converse with Confidence 

O Enter the conversation
• Rule of “3”

O Keep it going…

O End it appropriately

Signs you’re not good at small talk
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The rule of three – It’s easier to enter conversations with three people or an odd numbered group. 1:1 conversations usually don’t want to be interrupted. If there’s a physical opening, make your way over and a find a suitable time in the conversation to engage in the topic, then “By the way, I’m…” and introduce yourself. You might use humor – “Mind if I crash the conversation?”Ask questions. Going back to your goals – what questions can you ask  without being intrusive? Ask about their career path. Typical day in their position, advice for college students seeking intern or job. What brought them here tonight. Avoid direct questions re: hiring opportunities. Simply say you’ve enjoyed speaking with them and look forward to following up. Ask for a business card and if they’re comfortable connecting on LinkedIn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2-8Fm1EUXw
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Informational Interviews  (Refer to handout) - Can be used for career and major exploration, organizational targeting, job prospecting �- Useful in understanding the hidden job market



Important things when 
making a first 
impression…



1. Smile



2. Eye contact



3. Handshake



Own Your Personal Intro
30-60 sec. tops 

O 1. Who are you?
• Name/Major/Passion

O 2. What are your skills/
experiences/
accomplishments?

• What makes you stand out?

O 3. Why are you here?
• Goal
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#3 – Why are you here? Interested in learning more about BME? Networking as you prepare for your internship/job search? The Elevator Pitch “Tell me about yourself” Or “Tell me about what you do?”Tailor your pitch for different events and introductions If for a career fair – should include focus on the company you’re talking toIf general, focus on why you attended this event – what you’re seekingWhat you’re studying, highlight an experience or skill, perhaps an important accomplishment or involvement, and lead into what brought you into the event



Practice! 

O Pair up with someone you don’t know
O Remember the “3 things”



Don’t Forget To Follow Up 

O Networking IS NOT about 
meeting as many people 
as you can; it’s about 
making meaningful 
connections with the 
people you meet. 
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Not a one shot deal. Email within a couple of days. If it’s someone you really connected with or would like to connect with further, ask if they would be interested in coffee to continue the conversation. Connect with them on LinkedIn. Contact info!Follow up!Thank you!Ask for additional introduction after a relationship has been made. 



LinkedIn & Networking 

LinkedIn for Students
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Refer to LI Handout LinkedIn is BIG here!https://university.linkedin.com/linkedin-for-students

https://university.linkedin.com/linkedin-for-students


Career Center
Sears Library, Suite 229
216-368-4446

careers@case.edu
students.case.edu/careers

Drop-In Hours : Monday –Thursday
11:00AM – 2:00PM
(Summer: M, T, Th-12pm-2pm)

Appointments: Monday – Friday:
8:30AM – 5:00PM

Thank you! 
Questions? 
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